
TABLE D2.16a WIRE BALUSTRADE CONSTRUCTT0N REQUIRED TENSION FOR STAINLESS STEEL

HORIZONTAL W]RES

Clear distance between posts (rnm)
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= numbu of shands by tle nunber of individual wires in each strand. For exanple a lay of7x19 consists of7

iate cl€ar distanca between posts as the vertical clear distance between the rails.

= Not allowed because the required tcnsion would exceed the safe load ofthe wire.

with 19 individual wires in each sffand.

a change of direction is made in a run ofwire, the tensioning device is to be placed at dre end ofthe longest

ls
t6 ension measured with a shain indicaior.
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TABLE D2.l6c WIRE BALUSTRADE CONSTRUCTION - MAXIMIJM PERMISSIBLE DEFLECTION FOR STAINLESS STEEL WRES

Clear dislance betweeD posts (mm)
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Wire spacing (mm) Maximun permissible d€Ilection of each wire in mm when a 2 kg mass is suspended at mid span
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llf a 3.2 mm wire is used the deflection figures for 3.0 mm wire are applied.

table may also be used for a set ofnon-continuous (single) vertical wires forming a balustrade using the appropriate clear distance
etween posts as the vertical clear distance between the rails. The deflection (offset) is measured by hooking a standard spring scale to

mid span ofeach wire and pulling it horizontally until a force of 19.6 N is applied.
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lx : Not allowed because the required tension would exceed the safe load ofthe wire.

is table has been limited to 60 mm and 80 mm spaces for 2.5 mm, 3 mm and 4 mm diameter wires because the required wire tensions
X greater spacings would require the tension to be beyond the wire safe load limit, or the allowed deflection would be impractical to


